Effect of oral administration of pig spinal cord hydrolysate on clinical and histopathological symptoms of experimental allergic encephalomyelitis in rats
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Abstract

Oral tolerance is the natural occurring phenomenon of a decreased immune response to previously fed antigens, which prevents induction of a response to dietary antigens. One of the mechanisms is deletion of T lymphocytes reactive to the fed antigen. Knowing that phenomenon, it seems appropriate to engage this mechanism for treatment of autoimmune diseases. Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an autoimmune disease which causes neurological impairment in humans. Autoreactive T lymphocytes migrate through the open blood-brain barrier into the central nervous system (CNS), where they recognize myelin antigens as foreign, and induce an inflammatory response against the myelin sheath, which causes demyelination and even axonal loss. Experimental allergic encephalomyelitis (EAE), an animal model of MS, resembles the autoimmune aspect of the disease. We used a broad spectrum of myelin antigens to induce EAE, and also to induce oral tolerance by giving myelin epitopes intragastrically to rats. The aim of our study was to evaluate whether pig spinal cord hydrolysate given intragastrically is able to evoke oral tolerance in rats with an animal model of MS – EAE. In our experiments we fed female Lewis rats with pig spinal cord hydrolysate at doses of 5, 20 and 100 mg per kg of body weight. We observed diminished clinical symptoms of ongoing EAE in rats fed with all doses of pig spinal cord hydrolysate. In the histopathological study, intensity of the inflammatory process in spinal cord was similar in rats not fed with EAE and in rats fed with lower doses of pig spinal cord hydrolysate. In animals fed with the highest dose of pig spinal cord hydrolysate, intensification of the inflammatory response was observed. These results were confirmed by morphometric evaluations. We found that feeding animals with preparations containing myelin antigens can reduce EAE symptoms, which may indicate oral tolerance induction, but the obtained results also underline the importance of dose of the orally given antigens, because of the possibility of enhancement of the inflammatory process in the CNS.
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Introduction

Oral tolerance is the phenomenon where a decrease of the immune response to previously fed antigens is observed. This mechanism occurs naturally in our organisms, and is necessary as a means of protection against evoking the immune response to non-pathogenic dietary antigens, and those from natural symbiotic gut bacteria [7,41]. When the short peptide fragments of digested proteins are being absorbed in the intestines, mucosa resident dendritic cells (DC) probe the antigens. There are two mechanisms of oral tolerance induction, depending on the dose of fed antigen. When low doses of antigen are given orally, DC induce differentiation of naïve T-cells into regulatory T-cells, producing anti-inflammatory cytokines. This is called active suppression. Feeding with a high dose of antigen results in incomplete costimulation of autoreactive T-cells by DC and consequently anergy or clonal deletion of autoreactive lymphocytes [4,44]. It is now known that both mechanisms occur simultaneously. There is also a “bystander suppression” mechanism involved, when anti-inflammatory cytokines produced by regulatory T lymphocytes suppress neighboring cells [31,40].

Based on knowledge of the mechanism of oral tolerance, it seems to be appropriate to involve this phenomenon to treat autoimmune diseases. Oral administration of antigens, which are known or believed to be immunogenic in a particular disease, should induce oral tolerance, and in consequence “desensitize” the immunological system of the patient to those antigens. Since multiple sclerosis (MS) is an autoimmune disease in which the immune response is directed against myelin antigens, the aim should be to restore immune tolerance for these epitopes [9,35].

Multiple sclerosis is an autoimmune neurological disease, leading to neurodegeneration, which causes progressive physical impairment in a patient. It is diagnosed in so-called “young adults”, people between 20 and 40 years old, but also it affects both older people and children. The etiology of the disease remains unknown, but there are some hypotheses proposing the involvement of genetic, environmental and infectious agents [28,33]. The unknown etiology is the main reason for the difficulty in developing an effective MS treatment. Unlike the etiology, more is known about mechanisms involved in MS pathogenesis. Incorrectly activated autoreactive T lymphocytes migrate through the open blood-brain barrier into the central nervous system (CNS), and recognize myelin peptides as foreign antigens, which results in induction of an inflammatory response directed against the myelin sheath. Ongoing chronic inflammation can also lead to damage of the axons and neurons [10,35]. Demyelination and axonal loss are the direct cause of the physical impairment in patients. The most common symptoms are connected with vision disorders, paresis and incontinence, but also mental disorders are observed, such as depression, which is related to progressing physical disability [30,33].

Experimental allergic encephalomyelitis (EAE) is the most commonly used MS animal model. It resembles the mechanism involved in the disease pathogenesis. Animals are immunized with a mixture containing myelin antigens to direct the immune response to the myelin sheath in the CNS, and adjuvant to enhance the inflammation (active form of EAE). Animals may also be immunized by passive transfer of autoreactive T-lymphocytes (passive EAE). The most common sources of myelin epitopes in the immunization mixture are single myelin proteins or even fragments of them. Depending on the used epitope, the course and symptoms of induced EAE may differ [2,23,43]. Myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) 35-55 is considered to be the most encephalogenic myelin epitope, and EAE induced using this epitope is chronic, and characterized by inflammatory infiltrations in the CNS [12,13]. Unlike MOG-induced EAE, the one induced with myelin basic protein (MBP) or its fragments is acute, with no relapses and very rarely observed demyelination. In our experiments we used whole guinea pig spinal cord homogenate as a source of myelin antigens in the immunization mixture. There may be many immunogenic antigens in MS, so using a broad spectrum of myelin epitopes to induce EAE may more closely resemble the disease. In the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of the patients, antibodies not only against three main myelin proteins (MBP, MOG, and PLP – proteolipid protein) are found, but also against some other myelin components [14,35]. Experimental allergic encephalomyelitis induced with a mixture containing whole spinal cord homogenate was used in Dark Agouti rats, except for using rat instead of guinea pig spinal cord. The results showed that induced EAE has relapsing-remitting form, and also
inflammatory infiltration and demyelination in the CNS were observed [3].

Most previous studies have concerned evoking oral tolerance to MBP in animals with MBP-induced EAE [6,11,26], but using broad a spectrum of myelin antigens in the preparations given intragastrically to induce oral tolerance seems to be more accurate, since it is not known precisely which myelin antigens are responsible for MS pathogenesis. Hydrolyzed pig spinal cord provides all myelin antigens, which consequently may evoke oral tolerance to all possible immunogenic myelin epitopes.

There are a few common methods of MS treatment so far, but the efficiency is not satisfactory, or the side effects are very severe. General immunosuppression during disease relapse is obtained by the use of glucocorticosteroids [27,34]. Chronic immunomodulation is provided by interferon-β, which unfortunately after some period of use is neutralized by antibodies produced by the patient’s body. Also efficacy is not observed in all patients [1]. In recent years there have been some new therapies, which target specific mechanisms involved in MS pathogenesis, for example natalizumab, which inhibits migration of the autoreactive T lymphocytes through the blood-brain barrier into the CNS, but carrying the risk of lethal progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML) occurrence [5]. Because of the lack of sufficiently effective MS therapy, there is a need to look for new treatment methods. Oral tolerance is very promising as a new MS therapy.

The aim of our study was to evaluate whether feeding of rats with pig spinal cord hydrolysate affects the clinical symptoms and histopathological changes in rats with EAE – an animal model of MS.

Material and methods

Animals

In our experiments we used female Lewis rats, weighing 180-200 g at the beginning of the experiment. Experiments were carried out based on the consent of the Fourth Local Ethics Committee in Warsaw.

Feeding

Experimental animals were fed with a mixture (0.5 ml) containing myelin peptides, with a ball-pointed needle. The source of myelin antigens was the pig spinal cord hydrolysate in doses of 5, 20, 100 mg/kg of body weight. Control animals were fed with a medium dose of pig spinal cord hydrolysate (20 mg/kg). Hydrolysate was prepared by pig spinal cord digestion with pepsin, which resembles the natural process of protein digestion in the gastrointestinal tract. After digestion, a mixture of proteins, peptides, amino acids and lipids was obtained. Such a mixture was then rinsed with water, which allowed extraction of the fraction of amino acids and peptides, which were then rinsed with 70% ethanol. Three fractions were collected: amino acids, low molecular weight peptides and high molecular weight peptides. The fraction of low molecular weight, short peptides was used in our experiments [24]. Rats were fed four times during one week (every second day). Animals were deprived of food for two hours before feeding with preparations.

Experimental allergic encephalomyelitis induction

One week after the last day of feeding, the EAE was induced. Rats under inhaled anesthesia, 0.5-3.5% Narcotan (Leciva a.s.) in oxygen, were injected intradermally into the hind paws with the immunizing mixture (100 µl/paw). The mixture contained 50% guinea pig spinal cord homogenate as a source of myelin antigens mixed in the ratio 1 : 1 with Freund Adjuvant (DIFCO LABORATORIES), and supplemented with 4 mg/1 ml Mycobacterium tuberculosis (DIFCO LABORATORIES).

Clinical evaluation

During the experiment animals were weighed every day, and after EAE induction the clinical symptoms were evaluated using a 5-grade scale (1 – limp tail, 2 – hind leg weakness, 3 – paraplegia and incontinence, 4 – quadriplegia, 5 – death). At the 14th day post immunization (14 DPI) rats were subjected to deep anesthesia with the intraperitoneal injection of 0.67 ml/kg ketamine and 0.5 ml/kg xylazine (Vetoquinol Biowet), and perfused transcardially with 4% paraformaldehyde. Lumbar and cervical segments of spinal cords were collected from the spinal canal of the vertebral column for further histopathological analysis.

Body mass index was calculated as the ratio of body mass at 14 DPI and at the day of evoking EAE (0 DPI, taken as 1). Mean clinical score was calculated as the mean of clinical scores between 11 and 14 DPI.
**Histopathological studies**

Spinal cord fragments were embedded in paraffin, and cut into slices (8 µm). Some of the slices were stained with a 1% water solution of cresyl violet to expose cells. Other slices were labeled with anti-T cells (Anti-CD45R0), anti-GFAP or anti-vimentin antibodies as follows. After blocking of endogenous peroxidase with 3% hydrogen peroxide in dewaxed slices, the background was blocked with 10% albumin. Next, slices were incubated with primary antibodies, washed, and incubated with a secondary antibody coupled with biotin. Streptavidin coupled with peroxidase was afterwards applied, and then chromogen was put on. All primary and secondary antibodies were supplied by DAKO. Subsequently slices were stained with Mayer’s hematoxylin. Slices were analyzed using a light microscope.

**Morphometric studies**

Slices stained with cresyl violet were analyzed. Slices were photographed (3-35AD camera-4, Olympus), and images were scanned from photographic film. Whole spinal cord cross-section area and the area occupied with inflammatory infiltrations were measured using a computer program (GIMP 2.4.5). Percentage of both lumbar and cervical spinal cord segment sections occupied by inflammatory infiltrations was calculated as the ratio of the whole slice area to the area occupied by the inflammatory infiltration.

**Statistical analysis**

Results are shown as mean ± SD. Statistical analysis was performed using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney statistical test. Results were statistically significant when $p < 0.05$.

**Results**

Animals fed with all three doses of pig spinal cord hydrolysate (EAE + Hy5, EAE + Hy20, EAE + Hy100) showed a substantial decrease of the clinical score in comparison to non-fed EAE rats (EAE). Figure 1 shows the mean clinical score observed between 11 and 14 DPI. Experimental allergic encephalomyelitis induction decreases the body mass in comparison to not-treated animals (NT) (Fig. 2). Feeding rats with three doses of pig spinal cord hydrolysate (EAE + Hy5, EAE + Hy20, EAE + Hy100) does not reverse the observed body mass drop after EAE induction. Feeding healthy animals with pig spinal cord hydrolysate (Hy) causes no changes in body mass in comparison to non-treated animals (NT).

Slices from collected spinal cord segments from EAE rats underwent histopathological and morphometric evaluation. Cresyl violet staining revealed cross-sectional spinal cord structure differentiated into white and gray matter. Motoneurons were seen in the anterior horns of gray matter (Fig. 3A). After evoking EAE we observed numerous perivascular inflammatory infiltrations in both white and gray matter, and also at the border between the two matters (Fig. 3B). Inflammatory infiltrates showed perivascular location (Fig. 3C). The inflammatory process...
in the animals fed with lower doses of pig spinal cord hydrolysate, 5 and 20 mg/kg, showed similar intensity as in non-fed EAE rats (Fig. 3D). In contrast, in animals fed with the highest dose of pig spinal cord hydrolysate, 100 mg/kg, higher inflammatory activity was observed. There were more perivascular infiltrates present (Fig. 3E), and they were more abundant in inflammatory cells (Fig. 3F).

Anti-T cell labeling showed the presence of T lymphocytes in inflammatory infiltrates. Immunoreaction is visualized as a red tint in the cytoplasm of cells (Fig. 4A) and in neuropil (Fig. 4B).

Anti-GFAP labeling showed reactive astrocytes present in the cross-section of the spinal cord. In non-treated animals there was limited reaction revealing astrocyte processes in white matter (Fig. 5A).
A slightly increased number of astrocytes and increase in immunoexpression apparent in astrocyte cytoplasm and processes was observed after EAE induction (Fig. 5B) and in rats fed with both lower doses, 5 and 20 mg/kg, of pig spinal cord hydrolysate (Fig. 5C). Astrocyte immunoreactivity in cross-sections of spinal cords from rats fed with pig spinal cord hydrolysate in a dose of 100 mg/kg was enhanced (Fig. 5D) in comparison to that observed in rats fed with lower doses of hydrolysate.

Anti-vimentin immunoreactivity in the spinal cord sections was similar to GFAP immunoreaction. Limited reaction was observed in sections from non-treated animals (Fig. 6A). Enhanced reac-
Infiltration was observed in the sections from animals with induced EAE (Fig. 6B) and in the slices of spinal cord from animals fed with lower doses, 5 and 20 mg/kg, of pig spinal cord hydrolysate (Fig. 6C). As in anti-GFAP labeling, there was enhancement in immunoexpression seen in astrocytes shown in slices obtained from rats fed with 100 mg/kg pig spinal cord hydrolysate (Fig. 6D).

Morphometric analysis confirmed histopathological evaluations indicating similar inflammatory

![Fig. 6. Astrocytic reaction. Spinal cord cross-section. Anti-Vimentine labelling. A) Scant astrocytic reaction, non-treated animals. B, C) Enhanced astrocytic reaction, EAE animals, fed with hydrolysate in doses 5, 20 mg/kg. D) Enhancement of vimentine expression, EAE animals, fed with hydrolysate in dose 100 mg/kg. Astrocytes marked by arrows.]

![Fig. 7. Percentage of section area occupied by inflammation infiltrations. A) Cervical segment of spinal cord. B) Lumbar segment of spinal cord. n = 5-13.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental group</th>
<th>Infiltration area [%]</th>
<th>Experimental group</th>
<th>Infiltration area [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EAE</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>EAE</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAE + Hy5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>EAE + Hy20</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAE + Hy100</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>EAE + Hy100</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
activity observed in cross-sections of spinal cords from rats fed with 20 mg/kg of pig spinal cord hydrolysate, and the enhancement of inflammatory activity in spinal cords of rats fed with the highest dose, 100 mg/kg of hydrolysate, in comparison to non-fed EAE rats. Figure 7 presents morphometric studies in cervical (Fig. 7A) and lumbar (Fig. 7B) segments of spinal cords. We can observe similar dependencies in both spinal cord segments. Feeding animals with the lowest dose, 5 mg/kg, of pig spinal cord hydrolysate showed a tendency to decrease the area occupied by inflammatory infiltrations in comparison to non-fed EAE rats, whereas the highest dose, 100 mg/kg, had the opposite effect – we observed a tendency to increase the area occupied by inflammatory infiltrations. Feeding rats with a dose of 20 mg/kg shows a similar ratio of inflammatory infiltration areas in spinal cord sections as non-fed EAE rats.

Discussion

Multiple sclerosis is a disease known for almost two centuries, but still there is no proper and effective method of its treatment. Looking for new therapies is difficult because of not knowing the disease etiology. Each applied way of MS treatment is based on the disease mechanism, and since it is an autoimmune disorder, the most popular methods are based on suppression or modulation of immune system activity. Such a procedure is able to diminish the clinical symptoms of the disease, but at the same time it exposes the patient to infections [32]. That leads us to look for another MS therapy. In our opinion, reinstatement of immune tolerance for myelin autoantigens should be taken into account when looking for a new method of MS treatment. That can be provided by the oral tolerance phenomenon, as a mechanism that reduces the immune response to a previously fed antigen [39,41]. The first reports about involvement of oral tolerance in the treatment of the MS animal model, experimental allergic encephalomyelitis, came from 30 years ago. The best studied myelin protein is myelin basic protein, and its immunogenic properties are well known [37]. Most experiments were conducted using MBP as a source of myelin antigens in both the immunizing mixture and the orally given preparations. Orally given MBP protected rats from progression of subsequently induced MBP-EAE, reduced the anti-MBP antibody level in serum [22], and also inhibited clinical and histopathological symptoms of EAE [17].

In our experiments we induced EAE with a mixture containing whole guinea pig spinal cord homogenate as a source of myelin antigens. We found it more appropriate, since it is not known which particular antigen is immunogenic in MS pathogenesis, and antibodies against many myelin epitopes are found in CSF of the patients [14]. If as seems likely there are many immunogenic myelin antigens in the MS pathogenesis, it will also be more appropriate to restore immune tolerance for all those epitopes. In our experiments we used whole pig spinal cord hydrolysate as a source of all potential immunogenic myelin antigens in the orally given preparations. The approach where more than one myelin antigen was used was applied in studies in relapsing-remitting MS patients. Peptide fragments of three main myelin proteins, MBP, PLP and MOG, were given to patients transdermally, using patches stuck to the skin of the arm. There was a reduction in the number of lesions visible in MRI imaging and the annual relapse rate in patients treated transdermally with myelin antigens in comparison to the placebo group [15,38].

In our experiments we observed diminished clinical symptoms of induced EAE in rats previously fed with all three doses of pig spinal cord hydrolysate. The mean score was reduced by about 50% in comparison to the mean score in non-fed EAE rats. This result may indicate oral tolerance induction. We did not observe a reduction in body mass drop caused by EAE induction in rats fed with pig spinal cord hydrolysate. Nevertheless, this is a parameter reflecting the general condition of animals, and is not directly associated with induction of oral tolerance. No differences observed in body mass between non-treated rats and those that received pig spinal cord hydrolysate without EAE induction may indicate safety of using such preparations. Still, toxicology studies should be conducted to define the safeness of pig spinal cord hydrolysate. There are no known toxic prion proteins identified in swine which could exclude pig CNS tissue from usage in clinical trials [18].

Published data show that in rats immunized with a mixture containing syngeneic spinal cord as a source of myelin antigens in the acute phase of EAE (14 days after immunization) infiltration of immune cells into the lumbar spinal cord occurred [8]. In the spinal cord sections from animals used in our experiments, at the 14th day after immuni-
zation we observed infiltration of immune cells into the CNS.

Histopathological evaluations of spinal cord slices showed that lower doses of pig spinal cord hydrolysate given to rats intragastrically have no influence on the extent of the inflammatory process in the CNS of the EAE rats. A similar intensity in perivascular inflammatory infiltrations and astrocyte activity in fed and non-fed EAE rats was observed. Surprisingly, despite the decreased mean clinical score in rats fed with the highest hydrolysate dose, 100 mg/kg, the inflammatory process was intensified in comparison to non-fed EAE rats. It was pronounced as more numerous and abundant in immune cell infiltrations. Also higher astrocyte activity was observed. These evaluations were confirmed by the morphometric analysis. The results can be considered only as a tendency, because of strong diversity of the experimental groups, which causes the lack of significance of the results. Nonetheless, quite clear associations were seen in morphometric analysis, very similar in both cervical and lumbar segments of spinal cords. In rats fed with a higher dose of hydrolysate, 100 mg/kg, there was a tendency to increase the area of slice occupied by inflammatory infiltrations, which is in accordance with observations of intensity of infiltration in spinal cord slices. Interestingly, although microscopic observations did not allow one to notice the differences, morphometric study showed a tendency to decrease the area of the rat spinal cord cross-section occupied by inflammatory infiltrations in rats fed with a lower dose of pig spinal cord hydrolysate 5 mg/kg. Hydrolysate given in a dose of 20 mg/kg showed no effect.

Based on the obtained results, we can conclude that the lowest dose of given intragastrically pig spinal cord hydrolysate mitigates the clinical symptoms of induced EAE in rats, which may indicate oral tolerance to myelin antigen induction. Results obtained from animals fed with the medium dose of hydrolysate showed diminished clinical symptoms in animals, but no influence on intensity of the inflammatory process in the CNS. We know that regulatory T-cells induced by oral tolerance may infiltrate the CNS, where they suppresses inflammation [42]. Evaluation of the phenotype of infiltrated T-cells might show whether infiltration consists partly of regulatory cells, which would indicate oral tolerance induction. Our pilot trials examining the cytokine levels showed increased IL-10 levels in brain and spinal cord homogenates in rats fed with pig spinal cord hydrolysate in a dose of 20 mg/kg [20]. Peron et al. [29] observed that mice with MOG35-55-induced EAE, and the same antigen given orally to induce oral tolerance, had a reduced amount of both Th17 and Th1 cells infiltrating into the CNS. Diminished perivascular infiltrations in the CNS were also observed in rats fed with MBP conjugated with the cholera toxin B subunit [36].

The results of our investigations underline the importance of antigen doses. We found that the highest dose of the pig spinal cord hydrolysate caused intensification of inflammatory processes in the CNS, marked not only by greater immune cell infiltration, but also increased astrocyte activity, which indicates enhancement of the autoaggressive process.

Previously we also found that feeding animals with pig spinal cord hydrolysate influences the changes, such as opened tight junctions, in blood-brain barrier ultrastructure, after evoking EAE [19]. There was also a decreased concentration of metalloproteinases, which are responsible for rearrangements of extracellular matrix, which leads among other things to blood-brain barrier opening [21].

Clinical symptoms observed in animals reflect physical disability in patients suffering from MS, such as limb weakness and even paralysis, or incontinence [21,23]. Since we know that physical disability results from neurodegeneration, improvement in clinical symptoms should indicate a decrease in inflammatory process intensity. Also, oxidative stress plays a major role in tissue destruction. Reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (ROS, RNS) are excessively produced by activated immune cells. Myelin, being composed mainly of lipids and proteins, is very vulnerable to peroxidation, leading to function loss and damage [25]. It was shown that there is a temporal coincidence between myelin-specific T-cell CNS penetration and the first clinical symptoms of EAE occurrence [16]. This underlines the importance of sufficient infiltration prevention, or inactivation of already infiltrated immune cells in the CNS. In our experiments, administering hydrolysate in the dose of 5 mg/kg showed a tendency to diminish the area occupied by inflammatory infiltration.

The obtained results indicate that usage of preparations containing pig spinal cord hydrolysate, as a source of broad spectrum myelin antigens, is able to diminish clinical symptoms of ongoing EAE. The results also underline the very important aspect
of the dose of fed antigens. Decreased clinical symptoms may indicate oral tolerance induction, but further, antigen-specific analysis should be conducted. Nevertheless, preparations containing pig spinal cord hydrolysate may be in the future very promising as a new method for multiple sclerosis treatment.
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